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for a happier, healthier horse

FAQs
What is the maximum recommended daily intake of Likits?
Intake levels will depend on a number of different factors, such as the nature of your
horse’s diet, their size, breed and age. However, as a guide we recommend that horses
and ponies should not consume more than one Little Likit or half a Likit on average per
day (300g).
What is the best way to remove Likits from their packaging?
Place both thumbs on top of the tear strip and push to break the seal, then pull down
the tear strip and repeat on the other side. Open the shell and twist the Likit to remove.
Sometimes when the weather is very cold the plastic packaging can become more
brittle and difficult to open, in this situation carefully cut down the tear stip with a pair
of scissors and then follow the steps as before.
I’m having trouble removing empty Little Likit pots from my Boredom Breaker or Tongue
Twister, any tips?
This is easily solved, just use a pair of Hot Pink Likit Pliers. Grip the side of the empty
pot with the pliers and pull, you may need to repeat on either side of the pot if it is firmly
stuck in the hole. If you can’t get hold of Likit pliers, any normal set of household pliers
will do the trick!
My horse has never tried Likits before where do I start?
We have a number of different products that vary in terms of price and challenge.
Please use the handy Product Selector on the website to let us help you with
your choice.
Are Likits heating?
As the main component of a Likit is Glucose, Likits will provide energy. However,
provided the recommended daily intake is adhered to there should be little or no effect
on your horse’s energy levels.
How much sugar is in a Likit?
Horses normally graze for about 16 hours per day. A 500kg horse would consume at
least 50kg of fresh grass, which is equivalent to about 2kg of sugar per day or 125
grams per hour of grazing. We recommend that horses consume a maximum of 300
grams of Likit per day, which is equivalent to approximately 2 hours grazing.
Will Likits harm my horse’s teeth?
No. The enamel on horses’ teeth is stronger than the enamel that protects human teeth.
When a horse licks Likits, it releases a large amount of saliva which washes over the
teeth raising the oral pH and removing any residue.
Do Likits contain any vitamins or minerals?
The glucose based Likits are not designed to supplement your horses diet but we do
have a number of salt based Likits, including our Sport Likit which contains electrolytes
and our Likit Ice which is completely natural Himalayan Rock Salt.
I have just purchased a Likit toy and my horse doesn’t seem to like it, any tips?
Firstly, it is very important to introduce any horse to new items gradually, start by
encouraging the horse to lick from your hand, rubbing on the teeth if necessary to get
them to taste. Then insert into the toy and again get them to lick from your hand. Finally
hang the toy as directed and hold steady and encourage to lick again. They should soon
get the idea. If you are still having problems then it could be the flavour choice, just like
humans horses do seem to like different flavours.
My horse is always breaking things, can you guarantee that he won’t destroy this too?
Yes, all Likit products come with a 6 month guarantee and should they fail within this
period then we will repair or replace free of charge, with proof of purchase. However,
we get a very small number of returns every year and generally the toys will last for
years.
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